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IEP teams are mandated by IDEA to consider the assistive technology needs of the student when developing the IEP. IDEA and other Federal guidelines 
require that students with print disabilities must receive accessible instructional materials (AIM’s) in a “timely manner.” This is generally interpreted to 
mean that LEA’s are responsible to ensure that students with print disabilities have access to the technology and the accessible materials required to 
access instructional materials at the same time as non-disabled peers receive their materials. 
For a wealth of information and resources related to accessible materials, see UVM’s TRIPSCY project by the Center on Disability and Community 
Inclusion. 

Text Accessibility

http://www.uvm.edu/~cdci/tripscy/
http://www.uvm.edu/~cdci/tripscy/


TEXT ACCESSIBILITY

What is it? BookShare's partner App. Down-
load and read Daisy accessible text formats 
when downloaded from BookShare. Con-
nects directly to Bookshare from within the 
app.  Text highlights as it is read aloud in 

quality voices. Change the rate, text size, back-
ground color, text color, highlight colors and more. Now 
download books with pictures directly on the iPad.

Target Population: Individuals with documented print dis-
abilities.  Requires proof of disability or case manager docu-
mentation.

Training Resources page:  
http://www.bookshare.org/_/help/training/upcomingWeb
inars

Price: $19.99 Or Volume Purchase $9.99

About BookShare

BookShare is an 
online 
repository for 
accessible 

reading materials, including 
books, magazines, newspapers 
and textbooks. 
! BookShare reading 
materials can be downloaded 
in Daisy format and BRF 
(Braille Refreshable Format) 
and can be accessed on free 
software for Mac or PC as well 
as through Read2Go and Voice 
Dream Reader Apps for iOS.
! BookShare has strict 
guidelines for membership 
based on the presence of a 
documented print disability. 
! Organizational and 
individual accounts are 
available. Textbooks can only 
be accessed through school 
accounts (organizational).
! For more information, 
see http://
www.bookshare.org

Screenshots from Read2Go by Benetech

Read2Go is BookShare’s app for reading accessible books.

Read2Go
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How to Open BookShare Books with Images Directly on the iPad
Using Individual Account

Open%Read2Go%App%and%
in%Se/ngs!%Visual,%turn%

on%images%

Open%iDownloads%and%
Go%to%

www.bookshare%.org%in%
iDownloads%browser

%%

With%send%icon%
mark%BookShare%as%

home%page%%

Sign%in%with%student’s%
individual%membership%

Click%“Remember%Me”%Perform%book%search%
Select%“Daisy%with%

Images”%(when%available)%
and%%then%“Download.”%

Status%will%say%“In%
Progress”%

Tap%on%“Available”%and%
then%“Download”%in%

popup.%

Tap%on%“DONE”%when%
“Add%Download%“%
window%pops%up.%

When%download%is%
completed,%open%“File%
Manager”%at%the%boRom%

of%the%page.%

DO%NOT%TOUCH%
EXTRACT.%Tap%on%the%

“i”Select%BookShare%icon%

Tap%on%“Open%With”%Tap%on%“Open%With%
Read2Go”%Enjoy!%

or	  open	  Teacher	  Reading
List	  (only	  way	  to	  get	  textbooks)



Accessing Textbooks on the iPad: Procedure For Teacher

Login&in&to&your&organiza-onal&account&on&
Bookshare.org&

Create&a&shared&Reading&List&with&each&student&you&
will&be&retrieving&textbooks&for.&Name&the&list&so&
that&it&will&be&obvious&to&the&student.&&

Be&sure&that&the&Reading&List&is&“visible&to&all&
reading&list&members”&(make&sure&it’s&not&private&
to&only&the&owner)&

**&Even&if&you&have&2&students&who&are&reading&the&
same&book,&you&MUST&download&a&separate&copy&
for&each&student&

Add&textbooks&to&each&student’s&reading&list&
accordingly.&



SECTION 2

While BookShare may be one of your best solutions to accessible text 
for students with text disabilities, it does not address all the needs you 
may have for your students. Your students who need accessible text 
will also need access to other text documents such as PDF handouts, 
Word Documents, and more. 

Hypothetical Situation: You have a student whose IEP team has deter-
mined that audio books (recordings, or text-to-speech) is necessary for 
access to the curriculum, but who does not have a documented print 

disability (e.g. student with SLD in math who has ADHD and does bet-
ter with TTS with highlighting). 

1. Can the student have a BookShare membership because the IEP team requires ac-
cessible text? No. BookShare rules are governed by copyright laws.

2. Are we “off the hook” for providing accessible text for that student, since Book-
Share is not an option? No. LEA’s are still responsible for providing that stu-
dent with accessible text in a timely manner.

Other Text Accessibility Titles
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Voice Dream Reader by Voice Dream

What is it?  A versatile text reader and audiobook 
player that can be used to extract text from PDF, 
Word, Pages, RTF, DRM-Free eBooks, web pages and 
more into accessible text. Connects to Dropbox, Ever-

note, Google Drive and more. Accesses Daisy and Zip file accessible 
books and Daisy 2.02 audiobooks, zipped MP3 files (such as LibriVox). 
Bookshare books can be accessed directly from the site, or via Dropbox 
integration. Dropbox integration works best for books with pictures. In-
tegrated with Project Guttenberg for free ebooks.!

! Control pace, text size, font (includes OpenDyslexia font) high-
lighting, and more. Intuitive gesture interface. Full text search, pronun-
ciation dictionary, and bookmarking. Export highlighted text and full 
text to email, clipboard and other apps. Focused Reading Mode reduces 
distraction while reading by narrowing the focus.

High quality voices are available for $2.99 each as in-app purchases, in-
cluding voices in several other languages. Comes with Heather voice. 

Target Population:! Individuals with text disabilities, with or with-
out documentation (except for Bookshare) or individuals who benefit 
from multiple modality reading regardless of disability.

Resources: 

Website: http://www.voicedream.com

Training Video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGNYsGVAL4g

Price: $9.99 or Volume Purchase (20+) $4.99. In-App voice purchases, 
$2.99 each. Try Voice Dream Reader Lite free.

vBookz PDF Voice Reader by Mindex

What is it? vBookz PDF Reader is one of the best 
stand-alone PDF readers for synchronized text to 
speak with highlighting. Most PDF readers do 
this poorly. Open PDFs, Project Gutenberg Books. 

Open documents from mail, dropbox, Safari, Google Drive or 
iTunes sync. Note: PDF Files must be “true PDF,” or OCR enabled.

16 languages available as in-app purchases for $4.99 each.

Target Population: Economical choice for students who need addi-
tional support reading PDFs, such as classroom handouts aloud. 

Resources:

Website: 
http://www.vbookz.com/V1/vBookz_Voice_Readers.html

Price: $4.99 or Volume Purchase (20+) $2.49 each
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LearningAlly Audio

What is it? LearningAlly Audio is Learning 
Ally’s (formerly, Recordings for the Blind and 
Dyslexic) app for reading DAISY formatted acces-
sible books. 

Learning Ally uses digitized speech to deliver human voice and 
voiceover highlighted text.   They claim to have the world’s largest 
library of audio textbooks and an extensive library of reading mate-
rials. The nonprofit organization is powered by volunteers.

Target Population: Children and adults with blindness/visual im-
pairment or with text disabilities. 

Resources: 

Learning Ally’s Educator Page: 
https://www.learningally.org/educators/

Price: App is free. Fee for individual or organizational member-
ships- see website. Hardship waiver available for individuals who 
cannot afford the membership fee.

Audible Audiobooks

What is it? 

Kindle’s App for audiobooks, which can be 
downloaded from Amazon.com’s web site. 
Books are read by human voices, and are broken 

into chapters for navigation and bookmarking. 

Target Audience: Intended for the general population, so no need 
to document text disability. May be good for students who cannot 
process visual and auditory material at the same time, or students 
who benefit from audio books but do not qualify as a student with 
a text disability. 

Resources: 

Website: http://www.audible.com

Price: $14.99 for basic subscription of one credit ( = 1 book) 
monthly. Other membership plans available.
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AUDIOBOOKS FOR TEXT ACCESSIBILITY

https://www.learningally.org/educators/
https://www.learningally.org/educators/
http://www.audible.com
http://www.audible.com


No iPad apps will take the place of good instruction in reading which targets the individual student’s need. 
However, a carefully selected app or two sometimes can make a big difference when it comes to motivating 
struggling readers to practice skills. By pairing your instruction with apps that reinforce your work, your 
students will increase understanding and move toward generalization of skills. Good quality reading apps are 
hard to com by, so research carefully before you buy.
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Reading Skills



Sight Words Games & Flash Cards with 
Starfall Word Aliens for Reading Suc-
cess by Terasoft, a.s.

What is it? Engaging collection of games with a me-
chanical theme. Covers the 220 Dolch sight words 

and 94 nouns. Speed, sound effects and letter case are customizable. 
Word management system allows the teacher to select target words.

Target Population: Aimed at Pre-K-1 but one of the most age appropri-
ate for older elementary students to practice site words.

Resources: Terasoft website

Price: $1.99 VPP (20+) .99

Starfall Learning to Read by Starfall Education

What is it? Starfall Education’s app aimed at teach-
ing letter-sound relationships to children using en-
gaging activities and songs. 

Target Population: Pre-K through early elementary.

Resources: Starfall website

Price: $2.99 VPP (20+) $1.49
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Start screen

Gallery 2.1 Sight Words Games...

15 story selections

Gallery 2.2 Starfall Learning to Read

http://www.teralearning.com/index.html
http://www.teralearning.com/index.html
http://www.starfall.com/n/N-order/store.htm?n=more
http://www.starfall.com/n/N-order/store.htm?n=more


Reading Raven by Early Ascent, LLC

What is it? Reading Raven is a phonics based reading app 
with self-paced reading lessons from pre-reading to sentence 
level skills. 11 different games/activities. Customization by 
age or reading level and speed and tolerance adapt them-
selves according to student motor control ability. Keep pro-

gress on multiple students. Includes letter matching, letter tracing, letter recogni-
tion, word matching, word beginnings, word building, word spotting, read aloud 
with voice recording, word tracing and word groups (rhyming and beginning 
sounds). Level 2 also available.

Target Audience: Designed 
for children aged 3-7

Resources: Reading Raven 
Web Site

Price: $3.99 VPP (20+ $1.99)

The Reading Train by The Learning Station

What is it? The Reading Train calls itself a personalized read-
ing tutorial. Based on Libby Curran’s books, the Reading Train 
offers over 100 leveled books (with subscription) on a wide va-
riety of topics. After the student reads the book, the app gener-
ates a quiz game based on the reading that includes spelling, 

sentence completion, word matching and reading comprehension. Students can tap 
on words to have them read aloud. 350 word audio dictionary with definitions.  A 
collection of song books is also included. Students can listen to the songs and record 
their own voices as they sing along. Unlimited student records.

Target Audience: Elementary school aged learners

Resources: The Reading Train Web Site with Video

Price: Free app 
with limited 
content. Sub-
scriptions for 
full content:

$1.99/mo, 
$7.99/6 months, 
$14.99/year.  
No VPP Pricing 
(Free app)

Compatibility: 
iPad Only
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Start page

Gallery 2.4 The Reading Train

Gallery 2.3 Reading Raven

http://www.apple.com/
http://www.apple.com/
http://www.apple.com/
http://www.apple.com/
http://readingtrain.co
http://readingtrain.co


K-2 Mobile School Reading 

by Mobile Learning Services

What is it? Starter library of 30 of the Kaeden books, 
used in Reading Recovery. K-2 leveled library with op-
tional narration, recording capabilities and comprehen-

sion questions. Keeps reading statistics and quiz statistics.

Target Population: Reading Recovery levels K-2

Resources: Mobile Learning Services Web Site

Price: $24.99 with additional books as in-app purchases in future 

VPP (20+) $12.99

Record of Reading by Clemson University

What is it? Record of Reading is an electronic format 
of the running record format developed by Marie M. 
Clay. Formulas for accuracy and self-correction rate 
are built in. App records the student’s reading while 

the teacher simultaneously takes the record. Playback can be used to 
help the teacher with further analysis.

Target Population: Teachers of reading 

Price: Free

Compatibility: iPad only
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READING RECOVERY APPS

http://www.mobilelearningservices.com
http://www.mobilelearningservices.com


Reading Trainer by Heku IT

What is it? Reading trainer is an app designed to im-
prove the speed and efficiency of reading. Exercises 
are assigned to the reader incrementally as their skill 
levels advance. Exercises are designed to help with 

rapid recognition of numbers, letters and words, flexible eye move-
ments, concentration and increased vision span. Track student reading 
speed and progress through built-in graphs. Share results.

Target Population: Older students and adults who want to increase 
reading speed, efficiency and concentration. Note- Reading passages 
may be too advanced for low level readers, but exercises can still be 

very helpful.

Resources: Reading 
Trainer web site

Price: $4.99 No VVP 
discount

Start Screen with 12 exercises and passages.

Gallery 2.5 Reading Trainer
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http://www.heku-it.com/reading-trainer-app/?pk_campaign=OS-Selection&pk_kwd=iOS
http://www.heku-it.com/reading-trainer-app/?pk_campaign=OS-Selection&pk_kwd=iOS
http://www.heku-it.com/reading-trainer-app/?pk_campaign=OS-Selection&pk_kwd=iOS
http://www.heku-it.com/reading-trainer-app/?pk_campaign=OS-Selection&pk_kwd=iOS


What can go wrong with written language? Deficits in fine motor skills, stamina, fluency, spelling, word recall, idea generation, organization and 
more can be addressed for many students through the use of individually selected iOS apps. Selecting apps to meet the specific needs and 
requirements of your students in written language across learning environments, may be one of the more challenging decisions you will make. 
Consider utilizing a process facilitated by a tool such as the SETT (Student, Environment, Task, and Tool) to guide team decisions when selecting 
any technology (low to high tech) solutions to improve access to the curriculum. See Joy Zabala’s SETT Framework page.

CHAPTER 3
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Written Language Apps

http://www.joyzabala.com/Home.php
http://www.joyzabala.com/Home.php


Dexteria Fine Motor Skills by BinaryLabs, Inc.

What is it? Therapeutic hand exercises designed to 
improve fine motor skills and handwriting readiness. 
Activities  include: Tap It- finger sequencing and iso-
lation; Pinch It- fine motor manipulation and control 

practice; and Write It- finger control and stroke sequencing for letter for-
mation. Progresses with student performance and keeps data.

Target Audience: Children and adults who need practice or rehabilita-
tion in the specific skills addressed by the app.

Resource: Demo Video: http://www.dexteria.net/#prettyPhoto/1/

 Price: $3.99 with $3.99 in-app purchase for multi-user version.  Volume 
Purchase (20+) available for VPP version $4.99.

Compatibility: iPad Only

Writing Wizard by L’Escapadou

What is it? Writing wizard is a highly customizable 
app for practicing stroke order and sequence of let-
ters, numbers and words. Select Zaner Bloser, Hand-
writing Without Tears or D'Nealian style letters. Cre-

ate word lists for individualized word practice. Motivational graphics 
that can be enabled or disabled. Data collection with unlimited stu-
dents. One of the better apps in terms of preventing practice of error pat-
terns (with the right settings).

Target Audience: Young learners who need practice with letter forma-
tion.

Resource: L’Escapadou’s Writing Wizard Page with Video and Tips

Price:  $2.99 (No VPP pricing available)
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FINE MOTOR SKILLS

Start Page

Gallery 3.1 Dexteria

Start page

Gallery 3.2 Writing Wizard

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PmulPmdlOfE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PmulPmdlOfE
http://lescapadou.com/LEscapadou_-_Fun_and_Educational_applications_for_iPad_and_IPhone/Writing_Wizard_-_Kids_Learn_to_Trace_Letters_and_Words_on_iPad.html
http://lescapadou.com/LEscapadou_-_Fun_and_Educational_applications_for_iPad_and_IPhone/Writing_Wizard_-_Kids_Learn_to_Trace_Letters_and_Words_on_iPad.html


Word Wizard by L’Escapadou

What is it? Word wizard is a talking movable alphabet app 
with spelling tests. 184 10-word lists, including Dolch words, 
1000 most frequently used words, and categories. Add your 
own lists. Highly customizable. ABC or Qwerty keyboard lay-
outs, uppercase or lowercase letters, “magnetic” or keyboard 

emulation, auditory feedback of letter or sound. Track progress of multiple stu-
dents.

Target Population: Younger students who need spelling practice or a moveable al-
phabet for inclusion in Cast-A-Spell or other classroom spelling programs.

Resource: Demo Video 

Price: $2.99 (No VPP)

A+ Spelling Test Pro by Innovative Mobile Apps

What is it? A simple interface spelling practice app 
designed to help students practice spelling lists. In-
put words and record their pronunciation. The stu-
dent take the spelling test and are given feedback 

upon completion. Options include “Ace It” mode, which cycles words 
until all are spelled correctly; “Practice mode” which provides a quick 
preview when needed; and “Unscramble,” in which the word is pro-
vided scrambled. Pro version allows for sharing lists across devices, 
multiple user accounts and sharing results with parents via email.

Target Population: Better for the older student (age appropriate).

Price: .99 VPP (20+) .49
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SPELLING APPS

Choose movable alphabet mode or spelling quizzes.

Gallery 3.3 Word Wizard

http://www.bit.ly/wordwizardvideo2
http://www.bit.ly/wordwizardvideo2


iReadWrite by TextHelp, Ltd.

What is it? App by the makers Read&Write Gold soft-
ware, that provides predictive word processing, text 
to speech with highlighting, spell checker, homo-
phone and confusables checker, interactive diction-

ary, and picture dictionary. Customizable font sizes, colors, and more. 
Can import RTF and TXT documents.  Dropbox support.

Target Population: Students with print disabilities across grade levels.

Resources: Demo Video, TextHelp Website

Price: $14.99 VPP (20+) $9.99 each

Compatibility: iPad Only

CoWriter by Don Johnston, Inc.

What is it? CoWriter has been a long-standing staple 
in the world of special education as a desktop appli-
cation for predictive word processing. This App 
brings CoWriter to the iPad. In-line word prediction 

based on context and phonetic approximations and dual color highlight-
ing with text-to-speech output for feedback. Access over 4,000,000 topic 
dictionaries to support student learning in content areas and areas of 
interest. Create custom topic dictionaries. One to watch- missing the 
ability to import documents, but cut and paste can be used to move text 
into CoWriter. Lots of text export options. 

Target Population: Students with print disabilities across grade levels.

Resources: Youtube Video, Don Johnston, Inc.

Price: $17.99 Currently no VPP pricing
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Dual highlighting for synchronized text-to-speech.

Gallery 3.4 iReadWrite

PREDICTIVE WORD PROCESSING

Screenshot from Don Johnston.com

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSloe7_-EtE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSloe7_-EtE
http://www.texthelp.com
http://www.texthelp.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-SbiUI1pkA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-SbiUI1pkA
http://donjohnston.com/cowriterapp/#.Uvekwnl10ag
http://donjohnston.com/cowriterapp/#.Uvekwnl10ag


Dragon by Nuance

What is it?  Dragon uses the 
same speech to text engines that 

Siri uses to translate voice into 
text. Good for pre-Siri devices such as the 
iPad 2. Must have internet connection (like 
Siri) in order to work. Export text to other ap-
plications or email when completed.

Target Audience: General. Best for individu-
als with severe motor deficits or with phone-
mic awareness too poor to use predictive 
word processing.

Price: Free

Story Patch by Haywoodsoft, 
LLC

What is it? Story patch is a moti-
vating story maker for the iPad. 

Students select topics and variables with a 
questionnaire along a “path” to the story. 
Once they have made their selections, the app 
will generate pages of a book. The student can 
edit and add text, add pictures from a large 
library and even generate characters using the 
character maker. 

Target Audience: Elementary aged students 
who have difficulty getting started or getting-
motivated.

Price: $2.99 VPP ($1.49)

Compatibility: iPad Only

Screenshots from iTunes
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OTHER NOTABLE APPS FOR WRITTEN LANGUAGE

Screenshots from iTunes



In order to master mathematics, students with learning disabilities need a lot more practice and 
repetition than their non-disabled peers. Additionally, those same children are those who are often 
most painfully turned off on the idea of doing math. Fortunately, there are many quality apps for 
math that appeal to the video game generation to reinforce math concepts the way they learn best.

CHAPTER 4
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Math Apps



Parama Math First Grade Elementary 
Math by Parama

What is it? An abandoned amusement park sets the 
stage for this early math concepts app. Sixty differ-
ent math activities are included in this award win-

ning app developed by notable teachers. Students progress through the 
activities to win trophies and unlock new levels. Includes number 
sense, understanding number operations, pre-algebra, geometry, prob-
ability and statistics, making connections & understanding change, and 
problem solving. Keeps track of student’s progress. No reading re-
quired.

Target Audience: Aimed at first graders, but theme is appropriate for 
older elementary learners who struggle with early math concepts.

Resources: 
Parama Web-
site (currently 
down) Video

Price: $2.99 
No VPP pric-
ing available.

Compatibil-
ity:  iPad Only

Splash Math (Grades 1-5) by StudyPad, Inc.

What is it? Common Core aligned math practice 
in an engaging interface. Highly customizable 
for targeting specific skills. Skill level adapts to 
student performance. Student progress is 

graphed and can be shared. Does not teach the math concepts, so 
should be used only as a supplement to teaching for skill review or 
assessment.

Target Audience: Splash Math levels in this series are available for 
math at grades 1-5. Kindergarten titles also available.

Resources: StudyPad website with content charts

Price: $9.99 for full content at each level. VPP (20+) $4.99
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Gallery 4.1 Parama Math First Grade Gallery 4.2 Splash Math Grade 2

http://parama.se/content/parama-math-1
http://parama.se/content/parama-math-1
http://parama.se/content/parama-math-1
http://parama.se/content/parama-math-1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qw4IMBuXJ-g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qw4IMBuXJ-g
http://https://www.splashmath.com/
http://https://www.splashmath.com/


Math Champ Challenge School Edition by INKids

What is it? Math Champ Challenge is a comprehen-
sive app that covers the Common Core State Stan-
dards from grades 4-7 in math. The app has an adap-
tive engine that adapts the difficulty level according 
to student success. Students are presented with prob-

lems and a chalkboard-like space to work out the problems. Students 
receive feedback around math concept mastery and can practice areas 
of weakness. This app does not teach math, so should be used either as 
skills practice or student friendly assessment. Great way to assess stu-
dent needs against the CCSS due to adaptive content. Feedback has 
been sent to the developers to provide an option to change grade level 
labels and to read text aloud as an option. School version does not have 
Facebook integration and comes with all content (no in-app purchase).

Target Audi-
ence: Content 
designed for 
grades 4-7

Resources: 
INKids Web-
site with Video

Price: $2.99 No 
VPP pricing 
available

DragonBox Algebra 12+ by We Want To Know

What is it? Algebra lessons disguised as interactive 
and dynamic games. Award winning app for grades 
seven and up (DragonBox Algebra 5+ for younger 
children). Includes working with order of opera-

tions, positive and negative integers, addition of fractions, collection of 
like terms, factorization and substitution. Includes 20 progressive chap-
ters (10 learning, 10 training), 357 puzzles, experimentation mode. Al-
lows multiple profiles.

Target Audience: Grades 7 and up. Great for visual learners.

Resources: Teacher Resources Page, Video for DragonBox 5+

Cost: $9.99 No VPP Pricing
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Splash screen

Gallery 4.3 Math Champ Challenge School Ed.

DragonBox 

Gallery 4.4 DragonBox Algebra 12+

http://www.inkidseducation.com/math-champ-challenge/
http://www.inkidseducation.com/math-champ-challenge/
http://www.inkidseducation.com/math-champ-challenge/
http://www.inkidseducation.com/math-champ-challenge/
http://dragonboxapp.com/learningResources.html
http://dragonboxapp.com/learningResources.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNAnQ3TmQk0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNAnQ3TmQk0


The iPod Touch, iPad, and even the iPhone, with the right apps, can make a remarkable difference in 
the success of a student with specific learning disabilities and/or executive functioning dysfunction. 
Built-in text-to-speech, recording capabilities and cloud synchronization add powerful features to 
activities that have been traditionally paper- based.

CHAPTER 5
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Study and Organization



The Homework App by Eco Designs, Ltd.

What is it? Cleanly interfaced homework planner. 
Color code classes, dashboard interface for quick 
reference, set alerts. Set priority level. With in-app 
purchase, add subtasks in checklist form. New ver-
sion due out February 14th with sync features.

Target Audience: Middle school through college students.

Resources: Eco Designs 
Web Site

Price: Free with in-app 
upgrade for adding sub-
tasks .99

Notability by Ginger Labs

What is it? Flexible, full featured note taking app 
that allows input of pictures, drawing, writing, 
typed text and voice recordings. Import multiple 
document types, even ebooks, with DropBox, Goo-
gle Drive or WebDAV integration. Recordings syn-

chronize with notes for touch playback. This app can also be used as a 
word processor.

Target Audience: Middle school and high school

Resources: Ginger Labs Notability Support Page

Price: $2.99 VPP (20+) $1.49
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Dashboard view for easy reference

Gallery 5.1 The Homework App

http://xxius.com
http://xxius.com
http://xxius.com
http://xxius.com
http://support.gingerlabs.com
http://support.gingerlabs.com


Popplet by Notion

What is it? Mind mapping app that permits use of 
text, freehand drawing/writing and photographs. 
Easy to use and can be used as a sharing and col-
laboration tool. One of the easiest to use mind map-
ping tools.

Target Audience: Older elementary through adult

Resources: Popplet web site, App Share Popplet

Price: $4.99 VPP (20+) $2.49
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http://www.apple.com/
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Braille Refreshable Format

Text formatted to interface with refreshable braille readers, electronic readers that produce 
tactile output in braille format.
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DAISY

Digital Accessible Information System: A standard for producing digital audio materials in-
cluding MP3 and text-to-speech with features to enhance navigation and to deliver descrip-
tions of visual media (such as photos and charts) embedded in the reading.
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Digitized Speech

Refers to human speech that has been recorded digitally. May be preferential to certain learn-
ers over the synthesized voices.
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DRM- Digital Rights Management

Digtal Rights Management Protected: Refers to proprietary text that is protected from copy-
ing or manipulation. Often seen with ebooks purchased via iBooks or Kindle. 
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iOS

iOS stands for the Operating System of Apple’s iPad, iPod Touch and iPhone. The latest op-
erating system is iOS 7. 
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NIMAC

A federally-funded, national electronic file repository that makes National Instructional Ma-
terials Accessibility Standard (NIMAS) files available for the production of core print instruc-
tional materials in specialized formats. (www.nimac.us)
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NIMAS

National Instructional Materials Accessibility Standard: A standard for materials develop-
ment that allows for the production of accessible materials, including braille, large print, 
HTML, Daisy or text-to-speech formats.
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Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

Optical Character Recognition. Refers to text that is recognizable as being made up by indi-
vidual characters by a computer or scanner. Images of text or scans of books can be made ac-
cessible to text-to-speech applications by scanning with OCR-enabled scanning software.
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PDF

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt 
ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ul-
lamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
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PDF- Portable Document Format

A document format designed specifically to retain the formatting, such as layout, in a docu-
ment that may contain images and/or text. These can be opened in Adobe Reader (free) on 
the computer, but also can be opened in other PDF-enabled apps and software. True PDF for-
mat has optical character recognition so that the individual characters of the text can be high-
lighted and copied. Other PDF formats are more like a photo of text, so must have OCR soft-
ware features to convert the image to text that can be accessed using TTS technology.
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RTF- Rich Text Format

A Microsoft-created text format originally designed to simplify document exchange across 
platforms. Office documents can be converted to .rtf format by using the “Save As” com-
mand in the file menu. 
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Synthesized Speech

Refers to computer generated speech. As technology has improved, many readers opt for 
synthesized speech due to the flexibility it offers for accessing text on the go, and changing 
attributes of speech such as pitch and rate. Some students may still find the imperfections in 
synthesized speech to be distressing. 
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TTS- Text to Speech

Text-To-Speech refers to applications that convert text to the spoken word using synthesized 
speech.
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TXT- Textfile

The simplest of text files. Contains no special formatting and no pictures. Useful for transfer-
ring text only across platforms. Save documents to .txt within the “Save As” dialogue in the 
file menu.
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